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Kick The Flame is proud to announce the Swedish darkpop songwriter Gus Ring will be returning with 
his new album ‘For Us Lonely Souls’ to be released February 28th 2020. 
 
Recorded, mixed and mastered almost entirely in isolation by Gus Ring, the album is described as a 
homage to loneliness, a dedication to the lost souls trying to find their place in this world. With 
desperate words woven into soundscapes of dark ambient pop and post-rock explosions, the album 
features 11 new songs of heavy mellotron bass, soaring ambient guitar, classical piano lines, cinematic 
drums and Gus Ring’s fragile yet powerful voice. 
 
For the first time Gus Ring’s music is performed as a trio; adding Jolanda Moletta (She Owl) on 
keyboards and Fredrik Ottosson on drums. While still keeping the original eerie melodies and 
emptiness of 2017 ‘Hypnoseas’ the step out of the previous singer-songwriter outfit flows as a natural 
progression. With newfound power and creative dynamics Gus Ring plays with fragile minimalism to 
cinematic crescendos, without fear of experimentation and psychedelic surprises. 
 
Inspired by the Japanese phenomena of Hikikomori, young adults living in extreme isolation and social 
withdrawal, Gus spent countless hours locked up in his room experimenting with video, photography 
and light making sure the visual experience of the artwork matched the albums introverted expression. 
To bring relief from the words that seemed harder to express with speech than sounds, Gus made the 
conscious decision of leaving the lyrics of the album metaphor free and brutally honest, with one track 
even sung in his native tongue, Swedish. 
 
‘For Us Lonely Souls’ will be released on February 28th 2020 through Kick The Flame. Gus Ring will 
be touring as a trio in Europe throughout 2020, with the first dates soon to be announced starting in 
Germany March 2020. 
 


